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Employers on
Facebook
Students should be
wary of party pictures
and profiles as possible
employers use social
networking sites in
background checks
| Page 3

Punk's reach
around
the globe
A Canadian
documentary shows
how the influence
of punk music has
breached national
boundaries | Page 6

Sex and the
movie theaters
"Sex and the City"
hit theaters this past

, Alexandria Clark
Reporter

i i

jspie lilt' lack of oil-car]
activity during the sun
oil campus lilt- ishuzzirj
Brittany Vaughn,
sUiddHf, said she does"1
Mi with classes and won?
aftwrcverything is close
campus, including the Su
Recitation (bonier.
Hut Vnrks ami
. looted at 1245 VV. Nt&vton
Road, has plenty planned foi
dii' summer, ranging from fitness (o swimming outdoors
and free concerts in the park.
I just registered for the yoga
combo class and it meets on
Wednesdays from 5:30 to 6:30
11 in . Vaughn said. "I really
enjoy it because 1 get (o relieve
s(rcss and. at the same time,
MI life outside the campus."
I )ia na Beck, a fitness specialist who has been teaching fit-

ill
ness classes for tht
Bowling (irri'ii, s.iidft'sg
s(ayac(iveandfit.
"Takingpart in limess classes
keeps the heart hcaWiyr, helps
control weight and strengthens
lesand the heart, "BSOtsaJd.
tally l'ilates and yoga; it
pswith breathing and relaxing and helps with overallmentaHand physical health."
Beck said the fitness classes
offered have a lot ol health benefits and allow people to commit to it weekly throughout the
summer.
Other fitness activities
i nrludes women's self defense
class, karate, 30-minute abs,
adult ballet, line dancing, "My
first dance class" and free fitness workshops about tlic benefits of fitness programs.
If people are interested in
just having fun with friends

SeeFIT|rV2

SUMMER RECREATING
Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation Summer Activities
and Events.
■ Open volleyball Fridays
from 5:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
at BG Training and
Community Center (witrrh
Community Center Pass or
the purchase of a daily r

■ Open swim hours 1 p.m. - ajQJj,
pm May 2<I June 15,1-50
p.m. - 51b p.m. June 16 to *
the end of summer
■ "Lunchesat the Park"events

ENOCHWU I THE BG NEWS
WORKING OUT: Students and area residents stay
fit by working out at the Bowling Green Training and
Community Center through fitness classes, dance
classes, swimming and many other programs

begin Friday. June. 6 wirfi
Panera Bread 6i d David
Rogers playing keyboard
11:30 a.m. -1 p.m.
■ "Concerts at the Park" events
begin Sunday. June 15.
with Bowling Green Area
Community Band
performing 7 p.m. 9 p.m. at
Needle Stage in City Park

weekend and was a hit
with long time fans
| Page 6

Lucky lady in
the front row
Columnist Alison
Kemp wins the lottery
and continues her
romp through
New York
| Page 4

Students need
to be apartment
savvy when renting

Northwest Ohio following
American obesity trend
By Jessica Spies

Reporter

Facebook
does have
a purpose
Despite columnist
Levi Joseph Wonder's
first encounter with
Facebook. he has
found the site does
have its uses beyond
silly applications and
'poking' | Page 4

Celtics and
Lakers to face
off in NBA
Finals

By John Lopez
Reporter

With summer In full swing, many
University students are signing
leases for the fall semester.
For many college students
renting for the first time, it is
important to fully understand
all aspects of a lease agreement,
especially the security deposit.
According to local real estate
attorney Icrcmy levy, a security
deposit is refundable money a
landlord collects from a tenant.
This deposit is used as collateral
in case of apartment damage or
unpaid rent.
"It's tough for college stu-

"Landlords... can prey
on the fact that most
college students are

inexperienced..."
Jeren.

r,;orney

dents." Levy said. "Landlords
feel like they can prey on the
fact that most college students
are inexperienced renters landl
most leases are worded completely in favor of a landlord."
ee RENTING

,..'

Paul Pierce and Kobe
Bryant lead their teams
in a classic rivalry not
seen in the finals for
21 years | Page 5

Although obesity has been given
national attention, the epidemic
shows no signs of slowing down.
According to the 20072008 Wood County Health
Assessment. Northwest Ohio is
reflecting this national trend.
This survey of people in
Northwest Ohio was conducted
using the exact same issues in
every county,
"Obesity isan issue in all counties." said Britney Ward, assistant
director of Health Planning.
Obesity and being overweight
are the main issues affecting
Wood County residents in the
survey.
The assessment found that 70
percent of Wood County adults
are overweight or obese for their
height and weight — 40 percent
are overweight and 30 percent
are obese.
Wood
County
Health
Commissioner Pam Butler is not
surprised by the results of the
assessment.

Percent of Obese (BMI > 30) in U.S. Adults
2006
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See TREND | Page 2

PHOTO PDOVOED Br DAVE W4SM B
MEAL TIME: ACT students brought a variety of help to those in Haiti whether it be through
food and fresh water ot leading Bible Hour class and Vacation Bible Schools.

What recreational
activity do you do over
the summer?

ACT students spread
hope, help to Haiti
By Samira Chowdhury
Reporter

BRITTANY
LAUBENSTEIN.
Senior. Early Childhood Ed

I

"Shopping." | Page 4

TODAY
Scattered T-Storms
High: 77. Low: 64

i f*W
Q

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy/ Wind
High: 90. Low 72

Traveling to Haiti and helping
others is all in a day's work for a
local church group.
Students
from
Active
Christians Today (ACT), a nondenominational Christian group
on campus, have been going to
Port de Palx Haiti, for the past
10 years.
ACT Campus Minister Dave
Warner, who lived in Haiti for
five years, takes students back
each year to visit and to do missionary work.
"Our emphasis is evangelism,
discipleship, leadership training
landl developing a global world
view," Warner said.
Warner also wanted students
to experience different places
and to see what life is like in a
third world country.
"One of my friends' homes

was destroyed by a storm ... it
consisted of poles in the ground,
pieces of a palm tree nailed to
the poles and a coat of mud filling in the holes," he said. "It was
heartbreaking."
The group of 12 students visited Haiti from May 12-21 and
another group of 14 will be visiting from July 7-17.
The total cost of the trip was
$1,400 and members raised
money with the help of teachers,
friends, relatives and churches.
While most missionaries visit
the capital city of Haiti, Port-auPrince, Warner and the ACT students went to the more remote
area of Port dePaix.
On their trip, group members
did several projects, including
teaching a Bible Hour class and
conducting two Vacation Bible
Schools in Christian schools.
See ACT | Page 8

CDCGOV

Volunteers bring Shakespeare
to the Bowling Green community
By John Lopci
Reporter
Beautiful Kids Independent
Shakespeare Company is gearing up for its sixth annual presentation of Shakespeare In
The Park.
This year's production is a
revival of the 1600 Shakespeare
play, "Much Ado mAbout
Nothing," which is a comedic
love story set in the 1940s during
World War II.
Director Aimee Reid, a
University alumna who was
the first ever to graduate with
a degree in Youth Theater,
said the idea to hold a show
in the summer was a way to
keep actors busy while school
was out.
"Beautiful Kids has a long
standing tradition of performing Shakespeare, and we felt
the University was not providing enough classical theater,"
Keid said.
Producer lyier Ward said
the plays have always been
student run, and this year is
no different,
"We do it on our own because

"Beautiful Kids has a long standing tradition
of performing Shakespeare, and we
felt the University was not providing
enough classical theater."
Aimee Reid I Cornea-!) Cirecto

we love theater," Ward said.
Though auditions were open
to the public, the cast of 15
and the production team are
all students, ranging in ages
from 17 to 30.
"As far as production values
go, this is our most ambitious
play yet," Ward said. "We are
adding a more intricate set
design than in previous years,
and we will be adding music
as well."
Senior Alex Bean has the
unenviable task of playing the
villain and would not have it
any other way.
"This is my third year doing
Shakespeare in the park, and I
really enjoy it," Bean said.
He said the cast is really
close knit and are trying to
have fun with their roles.

T play the bastard brother
to the prince, who tries to ruin
everyone's lives," he said.
As far as turnout is concerned, Reid is confident it
will be big.
"With family and friends of
the cast, as well as passersby, I
think we should draw respectable crowds," Reid said.
With the help of Theta Alpha
Phi and WBGU donations, the
pla\ will be free to the public.
"It's non-profit just because
we like doing it," Ward said.
The play, which is an outdoor production, will be held
lune 5. 6 and 7 at Bowling
Green City Parks Needle Hall
at 6:30 p.m.
In case of rain, the play wU1
be moved to Wooster Street
Center.
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
11:15 P.M.
Karl B. Spoores Jr. 28. Klinton M.
Cnspen. 30. and John H. Crispen.
•>4. all of Bowling Green, were cited
for disorderly conduct alter a
physical fight.

THURSDAY
2 20 A.M.
Brandon W. Scarbro. 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for public urination.
227 A.M.
Jerry A Shultz. 25. of Bradner. Ohio.
was cited for OVI.

11:53 AM
Joan C Francis-Greene. 55. of
Bowling Green, was cited for OVI.
10:27 P.M.
Kristen M. Powell. 26. of Bowling
Green, and Christopher W Bell. 20.
of Pemberville. were cited for drug
paraphernalia at a residence within
the 100 block of Ada Avenue.

FRIDAY
10:03 A.M.
RebeccaS. Riffle. 41. of Grand
Rapids. Ohio, was cited for OVI and
open container in a motor vehicle,
and Jeffrey G. Roberts, 57. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
wrongful entrustment
600 P.M.
Heather L. Wright. 26. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for shoplifting
in Meijer.

SATURDAY
11:20 P.M.
Haley M. Baden. 18. of Napoleon.
was arrested for underage under the
influence and criminal mischief

TREND
1:21 A.M.
Jeffrey A Duncan Jr. 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
under the influence.
1:33 A.M.
Anton Deshawn Jackson, 52. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
attempted theft at Kamikaze's bar
on East Wooster.
2:15 A.M.
James R. Barnnger, 32. of McComb,
Ohio, was cited for open container
outside of Downtown bar.

MONDAY
1:53 A.M.
Oscar Adrian Becerra-Marquez. 50.
of Bowling Green, was arrested for
criminal damaging.

10:54 P.M.
Charles R. Jones. 20, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft at a
residence within the 200 block of
North Prospect.

s

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom foe the
complete blotter list

From Page 1
"In terms of obesity, I didn't
expect it to be so high," she
said. "Now we just have to
move forward."
Butler attributes Wood
County's large overweight numbers to the American lifestyle.
Americans just want to "pop
a pill and be healthy," Butler
said. "We're all about trying to
get it done fast and exert less
energy to do it."
Many risks come from being
obese, including high blood
pressure, type 2 diabetes, stroke
and even premature death.
Nationally, overweight and
obese percentages are similar to
those found in the assessment.
According to the Centers for
Disease Controland Prevention.
61.1 percent of all American
adults were overweight or obese
in 2005. In the same year, 62.4
percent of Ohioans were obese
or overweight.
Although the biggest problem
in Northwest Ohio is obesity,
the assessment looked at. other

CITY
BRIEF

RENTING

Males break in,
demand marijuana

As some students have found
out firsthand, it is always
important that someone with
knowledge of the rental process
look over a lease.
Senior Lisa Haas remembers
the trouble she had trying to
recoup her security deposit.
"When 1 moved out of my fi rst
apartment, my landlord refused
to give me back my security
deposit, citing wear and tear in
the apartment," Haas said.
"I tried arguing that because
the apartment was older, things
were bound to break during my
lease," Haas said. "I also thought
that because 1 had been living
there for two years, my landlord
would give me a break."
Levy acknowledged situations
such as Haas's are all too familiar, but can easily be avoided.

From Page 1

Three males armed with airsoft guns
broke into a Klotz Street apartment
Monday night demanding to be told
the location of the residents' marijuana
The three residents, who were international students, thought this was a
joke, but the armed males assured them
it was not. and threatened to kill them if
they did not comply.
The armed males searched the
apartment, causing damage to the resi-

SUNDAY

dents doors, but the residents did not
know if anything was actually missing

1:14 A.M.
Anthony C. Martin, 27. of Toledo,
was cited for possession of marijuana.

Shortly after, Orlando Barrow was
apprehended and admitted to being
involved in the incident.
Barrow did not cooperate with police
when they asked for the names of the
other males involved.

117 N. Main St.

"Programming is most happening in
seventh, eighth [and] ninth grade... If kids
are having sex in sixth grade, they should
be taught before this."
Britney Ward | Assistant director of Health Planning

public health issues as well.
Ward notes there is a large
decrease in tobacco use.
Last year, tobacco use in
Northwest Ohio was at 33 percent, and this year, it is down
to 23 percent, though Ward
believes the numbers might
be negatively affected with the
removal of funds allotted for
tobacco programs next year.
The assessment also looks at
youth trends in sexual activity,
drug use and alcohol use.
Often the children who are
having sex are using drugs and/
or alcohol and these problems
usually go together, Ward said.
When and how to educate
children on these issues is also
an issue.
"Programming is most happening in seventh, eighth land]

ninth grade ... programming
should be in fourth and fifth
grade," Ward said. "If kids are
having sex in sixth grade, they
should be taught before this."
For the average Wood Cou nty
resident, the focus goes back to
weight.
"We have some work to do
regarding health issues, specifically obesity," Butler said.
As for the future, Butler and
the Health Department are working with convening health partners. The partners will read the
report and work with the Health
Department to determine the
top five health issues they need
to work on most, Butler said.
A copy of the Health
Assessment is available online
at http://www.co.wood.oh.us/
healthdepartment/.

...once you sign your

with a landlord over security
deposits.
"One of the best things you
can do is make an appointment with your landlord to walk
through your house, so they can
tell you exactly what they expect
to be repaired when you move
out." Levy said.
Real estate broker Ishmial
Valdes agrees with Levey.
"It is pertinent that you have a
good working relationship with
your landlord," Valdes said.
"Remember that once you sign
your name on a lease agreement you become responsible
for that property."
Valdes
suggests going
through the entire apartment
or house right at move-in to list
all problems.
"Also, if something breaks in
your apartment contact your
landlord immediately |so| you
are not held responsible," Valdes
said.

name on a lease ...you
become responsible
for that property."
Ishmial Valdes | Real estate broker

"According to the law, anyone who rents the same unit
for more than 12 months is
not responsible whatsoever for
wear and tear in the apartment," Levy said in reference
to repairs such as walls that
need painted or small dings in
the carpet.
He said most landlords know
college students simply will not
argue with any portion of the
security deposit being withheld
because it is the parents who
usually pay for it.
Levy has ideas on how to
avoid the headache of arguing

Newlove Rentals

I

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

I

www.newloverentals.com

1

FIT
From Page 1
while getting a workout, the
Bowling Green Training and
Community Center has open
volleyball on Fridays.
Parks and Recreation also
offers open swim hours during the summer.
Candace Daniels, senior,
said beinga volunteerfor Parks
and Recreation is a great experience because of the variety
of activities and events.
"I assist with a lot of special events that are really fun,
such as lunches and concerts
in the Park," Daniels said.
"But other volunteers also
assist with nature hikes, helping with the gardens here and
park clean-ups."
Parks and Recreation also
offers various activities in the
summer to keep people active
outside.
Michelle Grigore, director,
said they want to keep people
busy with fun.
"All these ideas are to provide social gatherings sites,"
Grigore said. "If you are new
to the town you can come to
these lunches and concerts at
the park to meet new folks or
to just have fun outside."
The special lunches and
concerts at the park are free
and open to the public.
The "Lunches at the Park"
events provide free entertainment and a chance to buy food
from local businesses every
Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. starting lune 6.
"Kristin Otley [the recreation coordinator! is the one
who started up the lunches
in the park about five years
ago, and ever since then, the
turnout has really grown;
sometimes we can expect up
to 300 people to show up,"
Grigore said.
Otherlunchesatthe park will
have Silver Dollar Steakhouse,
EasyStreet Cate.
SeeFIT|Page3

One Bedroom Apartments
Above Downtown Business
nonth plus utilities

Qo

CAMPUS
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On the hunt for information
Many employers now target social networking Web sites
to perform background checks before hiring employees
By Tony Hunter

Reporter
Most college students using
Facebook or MySpace would
rather not have their grandmas
look at their online profiles, let
alone their future employers.
But the reality is, more
employers are accessing these
social networking Web sites
either personally or by working
with companies that do online
background checks for them.
Katherine Bradshaw, a journalism professor, said she definitely knows many employers
in the business world search
Facebook and MySpace before
hiring someone.
"They all see what they can
find on those network sites,"
Bradshaw said. "F.verybody I
know who hires |uses theml."
As a manager at a chemical
factory near Bowling Green,
Steve Traxler is responsible for
hiring employees that can be
trusted with handling potentially dangerous materials
every day.
Traxler s company uses the
services of an independent
firm called Backtrack, which
does background checks using
Google searches and Facebook.
"If they get on Facebook and
the person is drunk and says
they get drunk every night and

"... the real issue is

and posted online without consent of that person.

that students must
learn how to make

Senior lason Pier said employers should not use someone's
Web site against them when
looking to fill a position.
"They can do a light check,
but it shouldn't be something
they can mark you off for," Pier
said. "It's a personal page, it's
not a career page."
According
to
CollegeRecruiter.com,
this
belief is shared by many people
who own a personal Web page
on Facebook.
The Web site uses an example
from Facebook's Frequently
Asked Questions page that tells
users they can set their profiles
on private so no one can access
their information, but many
students ignore this advice.
Bradshaw said she understands the Web site privacy
issues that students are facing with the Internet, hut also
explains students can only
accept the situation and make
an effort to protect their reputation.
"I think it's unfortunate that
people younger and younger
have to be aware of managing
their image," Bradshaw said.
"But the real issue is that students must learn how to make
a good impression whenever
someone is looking."

a good impression
whenever someone
is looking."
Katherine Bradshaw | Professor

smoke marijuana, they are not
getting hired," Traxler said. "We
don't want partiers."
Traxler said he doesn't check
any of his current employees'
profiles personally, but said he
knows of other managers who
do check current or potential
employees' web pages.
Traxler docs not believe there
is anything wrong with employers doing background checks
on employees.
"Now-a-days everything is
open, so if you don't want people to know about it, then select
private," Traxler said.
With online background
checks becoming more prevalent, some students may feel the
pressure of keeping their private life off the Internet.
This can be especially hard
since a person's photo can be
taken by another's cell phone

GET A LIFE

FIT

"...the Jean Parker Trio
will be performing, which

From Page 2

Some events taken From evenisbgjuedu

SaniB's, Qdoba Mexican Grill
and fcigliais Pizza, with salads
and subs available for purchase.
Grigore expects a big turnout
for die lunch at the park lune 13.
"We will Ix' grilling hot dogs
and chicken and there will be
drinks and chips," she said. "And
the lean Parker Trio will be performing, which should go over
really well with the croud.'"
The "Concerts at the Park"
events also offer free entertainment every Sunday starting
lune 15 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
Needle Stage in City Park.

8:00 am.-9:00 p.m.
Exhibit #11
130 and 131 Union

8:00 am -KXX) p.m.
Irttervarsity
201 Union

8:00 a.m.-10:00 pn*
Intervarsity Child Care
208 Union

•3:00 p.m. - 430 p.m
COSMOS Collaborative
Council

should go over really

725 Ninth Street

802 Sixth Street

640 Eighth Street

733,755,777 Manville

831 Seventh Street

841 Eighth Street

LIMIT 1 PERSON
451 THURSTIN AVENUE Across the street from Offenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath. Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only School Year - S395.00 per month. One Year - S370.00 per month

well with the crowd."
■

ii.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Some entertainment for the
summer includes the Johnny
KnorrOrchestra.Jerry Lee Lewis
& His "Tribute to Elvis", Kerry
Clark and Rod's Collision.
For more information about
these and other Parks and
Recreation events and activities, visit http://www.bgohio.
orgor call 419-354-6223.

Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
150 1/2 MANVILLE
Unfurnished. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $445.00 per month.
One year - S410.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month

725 NINTH STREET- Pets Allowed!
Unfurnished, One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $455.00 per month.
One year - $390.00 per month.

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - $435.00 per month.
One year - $370 00 per month.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

TIRE SALE
''•***

!i OIL CHANGE

*:M

iji Air Conditioning;:
Service

:

Mechanical ! j mJSSSSHSLt I
Service

I-WOUI PIT STOP iwt

Across from ALDI
41*842-8473 Fremont©
Wnt Toledo
IPenystHjrg 25998 N 0a« H*y 419-873-09M NorthTowr*
I Woody*
372SWMonRd 419898-1863 South ToUdo
ISy^j^^58KMo«ojS^1*882^964 FranMin Part

806 SCOTT HAMILTON

722 ELM STREET

4 Bdrm, 2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central
Air. $900 00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $900.00. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. Lease Immediately - 5/9/09

Three bedrooms. $690.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09

710 ELM STREET

831 SCOTT HAMILTON #B

Three bedrooms. $740 00 per month
plus utilities Deposit $740 00. Has a
washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

[S

|C«ntrililOng3115KrgR(l

PETS ALLOWED
with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet deposit at these buildings:

www.bgnews.com

246 Math Science Building

a^Titeo

We've got your next place!

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

CALENDAR Of EVENTS

s

RACHEirwDVMNSKI
THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER: This dog slicks ils head out the window o( a car slopped al the comer of Main and Cloucjh as il to
enjoy the warmer, if cloudy, day The warm weather is a pleasant change from the last few months of a cold winter.

1925 W SOU St
2779 W Central
222Wtea
750 S Reynolds
5022 Monroe Si

419-332-32*1
419479-7010
419476-7121
419-535-3033
4194754671

Holland
7'71 Orchard C"»419861-19'9|
Truck 1 Farm
532rHx»Aw
419-691-79731
Bowling Grien 999 S Main Si
419-352-57881
Monroe, McMoin 1966 N Telegraph 80W968009|
^VlStTUSOfJTH^jrEBmhMlrjminc,

r*

FREE CAMERA PHONE

Two bedrooms $800 00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned, washer
and dryer. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath 8i Extra Vanity.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

649 SIXTH or 707 SIXTH STREET

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn Two bedrooms.
School year - S590.00 per month.
One year - $490 00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W7 Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - $650.00 per month.
One year - $540.00 per month.

810 FIFTH or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year • $565 00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $560.00 per month.
One year - $485.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
atS. College.

Unfurnished. 1" baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $565.00 per month
One year - $475.00 per month.

Furn Or Unfurn One Bath 8i Hall Vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

- .-JOHN

NEWLOVE

507 E. Merry

]

Newlove Rentals

1
I

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

j

319 E. Woostor Street. Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Renlal Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. • Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
www |ohnnewloverealeslate com

Large 2 Bedroom
Furnished Apartments
$510 per month plus utilities
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"I play the bastard brother to the prince, who tries to ruin everyone's lives."
- Alex Bean. Beautiful Kids Independent Shakespeare Company
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"Go to the quarry"
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What recreational activity do you do over the summer?
"Sleeping."

"Reading outside."

"Bicycling."

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
JESSICA SMITH.
Senior.
HDFS

'Just the way
things are' is no
excuse for racism
CONRAD PRITSCHER GUEST COLUMNIST

I lave you heard the story about
a powerful group in a far-away
place who practiced beating
infants? Very few infants died
from the beatings but frequently
there was severe bruising,
bleeding broken bones and an
occasional disfigurement.
When these powerful people
socialized their young people
through schooling, the teachers
accepted the infant beatings as
"just the way things are." The
teachers said little about the
beatings.
One adult, |im, objected to
the practice and was ostracized.
He started an underground
movement to abolish infant
beatings and this grew into an
infant rights movement. After
a while the beatings were less
severe and less frequent but
they still continued with few
people saying much about it
lim, an infant rights worker,
had a dilemma after reading
Edwin 11. Friedman's statement:
"People can only hear you
when they are moving toward
you, and they are not likely to
when your words are pursuing
them. Even the choicest words
lose their power when they are
used to overpower. Attitudes are
the real figures of speech."
lim's dilemma was that he did
not know how to communicate
with people who did the beatings and with those who permitted the beatings to continue.

He knew the beaters and those
who did not object to the beatings believed that no harm was
being done. The beatings had
gone on for hundreds of years
and they were widely accepted
as "just the way things are."
Jim was certainly compassionate to the infants, and he
was working towards being
compassionate to those doing
the beatings and those not
objecting to the beatings. He
thought he could not just tell
those who did nothing about
beatings that they were wrong
because they did not think they
were. Because the practice had
been so well established, many
people barely noticed the beatings. What could he do?
While beating infants is considered by many to be more of a
problem than racism, some parallels to infant violence and racism may be useful to consider.
While racism is not as visible,
there is still much institutional
racism that many whites do
not see or know about. The
unacknowledged privileges that
whites have as a result of their
skin color is not frequently considered by white people. Many
whites do not think they are
privileged. People attempting
to reduce racism need to mention the existence of racism to
white people. When an African
American person tells a white
SetPRITSCHER:
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CRAIG WEAVER.
Senior.
Telecommunications

JENNIFER WALKER.
Senior.
Psychology

ROBERT HOWELL
Senior.
Music Performance

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Travelin' the Globe: Winning the Lottery
Alison
Kemp
Columnist

BROOKLYN — I won the lottery
this weekend.
No, I didn't win hundreds of
thousands of dollars or even a
mere $10.
The lottery I won was for a
ticket to a musical.
Now, you might not think
this is something special, but it
is. Winning a lottery ticket isn't
something that happens every
day. There's usually a small percentage chance that you'll win,

but if you do, you're in for a treat.
The treat is that the lottery
tickets are for the first and second rows of the theater. And
the price isn't $100 or more,
which would be the price you'd
pay buying the ticket from the
box office.
I paid $26.50 for my front row
exact center seat to see one of
this year's new musicals, "In the
Heights."
The location of your seat is
just by chance, and since I was
the fourth name drawn and the
three people before me each
wanted two seats, that sat me in
seat number seven in a row of 13.
I couldn't believe it.

This is a feat that could be
accomplished by anyone in New

the Heights" as my first choice
because it is up for 13 Tony
Awards, including best musical.
1 was pretty sure I couldn't go
wrong with this one.
It really was phenomenal. The
only thing that could have made
the experience better was if I
could speak Spanish, because a
good number of the jokes are in
Spanish.
This musical is about a Bronx
neighborhood with Puerto Rican
and Dominican Republican
roots. It was also entirely different from any other musical I've
seen because the main character
doesn't always sing his lines. He

York City, but I think most people
don't know about the lottery or
rush tickets.
Some of these tickets have a
catch, like you must be a student.
Most require cash and a valid ID
for the purchase.
To find out which plays and
musicals are offering specials like
these, check out Playbill's Web
site. I understand that neither the
lottery nor the rush tickets are
guaranteed, but take the chance.
This lucky first full weekend is
going to be hard to surpass.
1 about cried when 1 saw where
my seat was in the theater, and
the musical was amazing.
I'm always slightly leery
about seeing musicals I'm not
familiar with, but I picked "In

Set KEMP
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Cheap pizza comes with an even cheaper taste
Brian
Egqenberger
Columnist

Alright, before anyone slams me
for being un-American, let me
first state that 1 love pizza! It's delicious. What I don't love so much
is cheese, atop funky sauce,
over stale bread. Pizza Hut and
Dominos, pay attention!
It's not cool to actually sell
nasty pizza. I guess Dominos can
stop listening now since at least
they have the decency to price
their pizzas as cheap as they
taste. And to anyone who swears
by Dominos, please. Unless it's
free or you're drunk (in either
case it's glorious!), it tastes like
cardboard and fake. 1 could do
better blindfolded.

So we can all agree that
Dominos is less than phenomenal, but what about Pizza Hut?
If you're ordering a typical pizza,
such as a large panned pepperoni, it's really a matter of opinion,
but if the words "Pizza Mia" are
anywhere within eye-or-earshot,
panic liberally!
Pizza Hut's Pizza Mia pizzas are
nothing short of budget pizzas.
I can only imagine what Pizza
Hut was thinking when they gave
the go-ahead for the Pizza Mias.
Maybe it was just a huge accident. Perhaps they accidentally
purchased thousands of tons of
the stale, almost cookie-like substance that they pass as dough.
It's possible that, to go with
it, they ordered gallons and gallons of sauce that allegedly uses
artificial sweetener. Well, by this
point it's about ruined, but Pizza
Hut couldn't stop there. A light

brushing of cheese, some of
which is cheddar, and an equally
negligible endowment of toppings is really the moldy icing on
the stale cake.
I mean, really. I took a bite and
had to look at the box again to
make sure I didn't order Dominos
in a tragic accident.
The real tragedy, however, is
that they're still selling for $5
each. It's marketed to groups
of friends that are hungry but
want variety in their pizza
choices, so you have to buy
at least three. Don't bother!
Sure, you may want pepperoni,
another mushroom and a third
sausage, but since they only put
a 3-year-old's handful of toppings on each, they might as
well all be cheese anyway.
If you and your buddies or
gal-pals are going to spend about
$15 on food, do it elsewhere. If

it's variety you're after, for only
a few cents more you can get
Chipotle. If you're still after pizza.
Papa John's has a student special
large one-topper for $8. Get two
for $16, and they'll probably be
nice enough to split the toppings
in half.
Okay, so I've been hitting
Pizza Hut pretty hard, so in their
defense, the regular pizzas taste
good. Personally, they're not my
favorite, but they're still pretty
good. But really, could you be less
deceptive. Pizza Hut? Stay out of
the budget pizza niche.
Anyone who calls Pizza Hut
expects good pizza, otherwise
they'd call Dominos. So when I
picked up my three Pizza Mias,
I expected three delicious pies.
I did not expect to get the same
remorseful feeling from a pizza as
1 did from that one-night-stand
with Ugly Betty's sister.

Facebook isn't just about pokes and jokes

I

Levi Joseph
Wonder
Columnist

I hate it
I hate it, 1 hate it, I hate it, I hate
it, I hate it. I HATE IT.
Or do I?
This previous school year. I
lambasted it almost every opportunity I had. Whenever someone
asked me why 1 didn't have one,
that person would receive a mean
glance and a brief five-minute
tirade against the product 1
refused to use. Quite frankly, I
was fed up with everyone's nearaddiction with the newest "mustdo" thing: Facebook.
And now, regrettably, I have a
lacebook profile once again.
But I like it a little bit too. What's
going on with me?

And furthermore, why am
I back at lacebook in the first
place?
I assume these mixed sentiments stem from a bad first
experience with Facebook. My
first flirt with the networking site
was not one of good memories:
My two weeks of Facebook activity in August of 2007 were characterized by staving up until 2
a.m. to check friend lists, writing
on peoples' walls and doing that
stupid "poke" thing.
I hate that freaking poke.
I hate it with the intensity of
a thousand suns all-burning
at once in the sweaty amis of
Arnold Schwarzenegger's manly
embrace.
Furthermore, my habitual
loathing of Facebook also comes
from my idiosyncratic tendency
to dislike elements of popular
culture.
Of course, it's kind of contradictory for me to claim to hate

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewsuSbgnewscom

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

popular culture when I restart my
facebook profile.
Aw, garbage truck.
So, back to the burning question at hand: Why do I have a
facebook profile once again?
What do I derive from facebook
amongst the ranting raving and
poking that is so omnipresent
inside its blue and white borders?
Staying in touch with people.
And not poking them.
After receiving dozens upon
dozens of complaints from my
friends about me not owning a
cellular telephone, I finally crumbled and acquired a Facebook
profile once again so I could communicate with them.
Apparently, no one uses e-mail
anymore. Or face-to-face conversation for that matter. But hey,
they were right; Facebook actually
is a great method of networking
and digital conversation.
I didn't realize the communication potential of Facebook last
August because I was too busy
bragging about my awesomeness
through my profile details and
poking people (a decision I deeply
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regret) instead of sending messages and talking to people about
the random things college kids
talk about.
So it should be no surprise to
anyone that my new Facebook
profile is a minimalistic one
On it, my friends can see a

very limited description of me
and who I am: I am a 19-year-old
male whose name is Levi loseph
Wonder, I have fewer than 100
friends on Facebook and my
friends occasionally leave comments on my "wad."
That's about it

After feeling kind of hedonistic
and self-indulgent after attempting to reveal just about everything
about myself on my previous
Facebook profile, I learned a lesSee WONDER | Page 8

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

SLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog lor the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio

slideshows and video
add to the story

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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From the gym
to the finals
Rebounding from disappointing
seasons, Pierce and Bryant lead two
of the most storied teams in
\
basketball to their 11th finals match-up

DU4NE BURIESON I Al> PHOTO

TERMINATED: Detroit Pistons head
coach Flip Saundets was fired yesterday
after failing to lead the Pistons to the
NBA Finals.

Pistons' coach
fired after failing
to reach the finals
By Larry Lag*
The Associated Press

AUBURN IIIU.S, Mich. — Flip
Saunders was fired as Detroit
Pistons coach yesterday, four
days after his team was eliminated by the Boston Celtics In
the Eastern Conference finals.
President of basketball
operations Joe Dumars said
it's "time for a new voice to
lead our team." Saunders had
a year left on a four-year deal
he signed in 2005. The decision comes three years after
Saunders took over for Lany
Brown, who led the Pistons to
two straight NBA finals.
"Decisions like this are difficult to make, especially with the
success we have had throughout the last three regular seasons," Dumars said in a statement. "However, at this time,
I feel it is necessary to make a
change."
A message left for Saunders
was not immediately returned.
Dumars was to speak yesterday
at the team's practice facility.
Assistant coach Michael
Curry appears to IK- the leading
candidate to replace Saunders.
Other possible candidates
include Detroit assistant
coach Terry Porter and former
Dallas Mavericks coach Avery
lohnson.
In Saunders' three seasons,
the Pistons were 176-70 in the
regular season and 30-21 in
the postseason, but they lost
in the Eastern Conference
finals each year.
The Pistons have appeared
in six straight conference
finals, the first franchise to do
so since the Los Angeles Lakers
in the 1980s. But they also are
the second team in league history to lose in the round before
the NBA finals three years in a
row, joining the Celtics from
1953-55.

By Jimmy Gol«n
The Associated Press

WALTHAM, Mass.—Paul Pierce
and Kobe Bryant were playing
pickup basketball in a UCLA
gym last summer, a couple of
frustrated NBA stars trying to
sweat away the memory of a
disappointing season. Talk soon
turned to trades.
Bryant had lashed out at
lakers management for assembling a team that hadn't won
a playoff series in three years.
Boston had gone four years, and
Pierce worried that he might
become the trade bait that kickstarts the rebuilding process.
"I remember being in the gym
with Kobe, and me and him were
arguing over who was going
to get traded first," Pierce said
Monday after the Celtics held
their first practice in preparation for the NBA finals.
"lie went public about getting
traded,... and 1 was like, 'Shoot,
I'm going to get traded before
you,' and betting that it would
happen. That's what so crazy,
now we're both here sitting in
the finals, where a year ago we
were both in the gym."
No one wound up paying off
the undisclosed stakes. Instead,
both players stuck with the only
NBA teams they've ever known
and earned the chance to play
for a championship.
(iame 1 of the best-of-seven
series is tomorrow night in
Boston.
Bryant has already won three
NBA titles, teaming up with
Shaquille O'Neal to win in consecutive years from 2000-02.
They made one more run at it
in 2004, losing to Detroit in the
finals before O'Neal was traded
away; it was Bryant's team, for
better or worse.
The Lakers missed the playoffs
the next year for just the second
time in almost 30 years, followed
by two straight first-round losses
that left Bryant wondering.
Then, he snapped.

out West" where he would only
face Boston twice a year. Rivers
said. "But I'm glad it worked out
the way it worked out. Just like
Paul Pierce is a Celtic, Kobe is
a Laker."

Celtics have won eight. Celtics
coach Doc Rivers, who watched
the Bryant drama unfold from
afar, said he wouldn't want it
any other way.
"I was just happy he stayed

"I remember being in the gym with Kobe,
and me and him were arguing over who
was going to get traded first."
Paul Pierce | Boston Celtics

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

"Both of us kind of being in the same boat

4

- the irony that we're both in
the finals is cool."

2

Kobe Bryant | Los Angelas Lakers

Bryant called the team's front
office a mess and said he wanted
to be traded. Then he said he
didn't. Then he said he did.
In the middle of the hubbub,
he found himself sharing a postpickup swig of water with Pierce
"Both of us kind of beingin the
same boat — the irony that we're
both in the finals is cool," Bryant
said after the Lakers practiced
at their workout facility in El
Segundo, Calif., on Monday. "It's
good for both of us to be here.
He's a great guy."
Pierce had his own problems.
The Celtics had been accumulating young talent like Al
lefferson, Delonte West, Ryan
Gomes, Rajon Rondo and
Kendrick Perkins, but they had
few wins — 24, to be exact — to
show for it. When the draft lottery didn't yield a potential star
like GregOden or Kevin Durant,
the team's next title seemed far
in the future.
"We were at a point where we
were frustrated with the moves.
The most obvious thing to do
was to trade your star player for
some young pieces and rebuild
from there," said Pierce, the longest-tenured Celtics player since
the original Big Three.
"I pretty much thought it
was over. I can't even explain
it. I thought I was going to be a
Los Angeles Clipper; I thought
1 was going to be anywhere
but the Celtics," he said. "All
I know is if 1 wasn't a Celtic,

2

right now I'd be home."
Instead, the Celtics built
around Pierce, adding Ray
Allen and Kevin Garnett in one
of the most dramatic overhauls
in league history. The team
that went 24-58 with a bunch
of young players won 66 games
this year and put the Celtics
in the finals for the first time
since 1987.
"I get the pleasure of seeing him play every night, but
they could have went a different way," Garnett said. "I'm glad
to see the organization stand
behind a guy who has been able
to give his all for them, for them
to step up and actually give him
some players and some help, so
that he can reach his goals as a
basketball player.
"When you're a competitor,
man, the one thing you want is
a chance. They obviously went
out and made the right deals. So
my hat goes off to them."
The Lakers made a deal of
their own, acquiring Pau Gasol
from the Grizzlies on Feb. 1 to
help turn around a team that
had shown promise before losing five of seven. After Gasol
joined them, the Lakers won 12
of their next 13 games and went
28-9 the rest of the way before
going 12-3 against Denver,
Utah and San Antonio in the
playoffs.
That led them back to Boston,
urchin.ih from 10 previous championship series; the
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Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.
Plainnon Sudoku and win prim «:
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Now Renting
08-09
School Year!

Preferred

\esCo.

Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown)

1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-5
Sat: 10-2

ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM HOOSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
GRADOATE EFFICIENCY /1DEDROOM

530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

&> Sty* 1U loMuf!
GREENBRIAR, INC.

330 V2 N. Church St.

(£L

14191352-0717

445 E.WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO • 4)403

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

www.greentiriarrenials.com

Newlove Rentals

One Bedroom
Spacious Upper Duplex

www. newloverentals. com

$350 per month plus utilities

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
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Rock

'The punks are alright'

pioneer

Howards Club H
210 N. Main St.

Bo Diddley

Friday June 6,
9 p.m. $5.

By Ron Word
The Associated Press

Stop Don't Stop
Big Fat Japan
A Gun For Hire

fc^

Saturday June 7,
9 p.m. $5.
Resonant Soul
and more TBA

%

Castle Sunshine
103 S. College St.
Sunday June 8,
9 p.m. donation
Apeshit
Antilles
Big Fat Japan
♦ TlBA
Starting June 9,
Mon-Fri 2-8 p.m.
Summer-long
FLEA MARKETi?
The VooDoo Lounge
133E.WoosterSt.

GET OUTTA TOWN
PERRYSBURG
Friday June 6
12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Levis Commons
'Let's Do Lunch'
Summer Concert
Series with
'Stone House'

TOLEDO
Thursday June 5
9 p.m. to close
The Pop Explosion
<s> Wesleys
1201 Adams St.
Saturday June 7,
10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
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glorious
particularly in the

artworld
Malcolm McClaren,
Manager,
The Sex Pistols &
The New York Dolls
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Canadian documentary shows the far-reaching
influence of punk music across the world
By Qucntin Kilpalrick
Pulse Editor

"The artistic community that gives grants

In uii example uf music's
power lo transcend boundaries like national borders,
income level and traditions,
Canadian documentary "The
Punks Are Alright" (2005)
chronicles the influence of
punk rock from Canada to
Brazil to Indonesia.

thought punk was not artistic and the
commercial world... They didn't think there was
a buck in it... so I was getting it from both sides."

First World
Toronto-based Director
Douglas Crawford visited the
University back in March for a
screening at the Gish Theater.
Since he completed the
project, he's been independently promoting the film in
his spare time.
The 87-minute piece started
as a short documentary idea on
the Forgotten Rebels, a lesserknown I lamilton. Ontario, punk
band active since 1977.
"They never made it big, but
they stiil have fans all over the
world and really hard-core fans
at that,'' Crawford said. "For a
band that's never had major
exposure and to have these
rabid, hard-core fans all over the
world was, to me, a pretty interesting story in itself."
What started as a short documentary idea on The Forgotten
Rebels evolved into a five-year
project that took him to farflung punk musicians in Brazil
and Indonesia.
"I basically posted to their site

saying Fans around the world:
l*m interested to hear from you'
because I wanted to show their
International appeal," he said.
"This band hadn't necessarily traveled to these places but
the music still did somehow,
without any support from major
labels or any of that stuff... the
power of music went across
International borders."

Gom" South. Viva la Revolucion
It was from that World Wide
Web appeal that a Sao Paulo
band. The Blind llgs, contacted
him, with heaps of praise to
the Rebels as a major source of
inspiration.
Researching the band on the
Web inspired Crawford enough
to actually want to go there.
"I heard a 15-minute interview with I lenrike (their lead
singer) from an American punk
radio show." he said. "He was so
charismatic, so passionate and
so into what be was doing."
"After listening to him speak I
was like T have to go and meet
this guy'," Crawford said.
I his particular Brazilian

punk band may never have
been were it not for well-known
Midwestern college town Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Bom in a well-to-do family as
the son of a nuclear engineer,
Henrike spent a decade of his
youth in Ann Arbor.
His father, an unlikely punk
music fan, took him to see
bands like I Tie Forgotten Rebels
at the town's classic venue,
The Blind Pig. The spot and
bands passing through inspired
Enrique to become a musician
and social worker/activist back
in his native Sao Paulo.
Crawford found all of this
fascinating, but before he
could start filming, he needed
money, and getting funding
was never easy.
He applied for various grants
from public and private sectors,
but found out his idea did not
really lit with others' notions of
what deserves financial backing.
"No one believed in it," he
said. "The artistic community
that gives grants thought punk
was not artistic and the commercial world — like broadcasters, television and film."

"They didn't think there was
a buck in it... so 1 was getting it
from both sides," Crawford said.
Without support from the
wider community, Crawford
drew from family and friends,
as well as his jobs working on
documentaries and television
shows with producers such as
Alex Gtbney and loci Surnow.
Sao Paulo is not known as
a friendly, peaceful place. In
addition to being much poorer
than either Canada or the U.S.,
it is also much more violent,
which was a constant anxiety
as Crawford captured scenes of
punk shows and Henrike's social
work in the poorer communities
of the city.
"'Paranoia' is a big thing
there because it's valid,"
Crawford said. "You bring the
camera out to get a shot, then
you quickly put it back in the
knapsack and someone else
was always with me, watching
around to make sure nobody
saw or was following us."
"It was like living in a police
state or something," he said.

Third World Punks
But it was in Brazil that
Crawford learned of The Blind
Pigs' own far-flung fan, Dolly in
larkarta, Indonesia.
In place of paying money for
records, Dolly began making
patches for the band in his spare
See PUNK | Page 8

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — Bo
Diddley, a founding father of
rock 'n' roll whose distinctive
"shave and a haircut, two bits"
rhythm and innovative guitar effects inspired legions of
other musicians, died Monday
after months of ill health. He
was 79.
Diddley died of heart failure at his home in Archer,
Fla., spokeswoman Susan
Clary said. He had suffered a
heart attack in August, three
months after suffering a
stroke while touring in Iowa.
Doctors said the stroke affected his ability to speak, and
he had returned to Florida to
continue rehabilitation.
The legendary singer and
performer, known for his
homemade square guitar,
dark glasses and black hat.
was an inductee into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame, had a
star on Hollywood's Walk of
Fame, and received a lifetime
achievement award in 1999
at the Grammy Awards. In
recent years he also played for
the elder President Bush and
President Clinton.
Diddley appreciated the
honors he received, "but it
didn't put no figures in my
checkbook."
"If you ain't got no money,
ain't nobody calls you honey,"
he quipped.
The name Bo Diddley came
from other youngsters when
he was growing up in Chicago,
he said in a 1999 interview.
"1 don't know where the kids
got it, but the kids in grammar
school gave me that name." he
said, adding that he liked it
so it became his stage name.
Other times, he gave somewhat differing stories on where
he got the name. Some experts
believe a possible source for the
name is a one-string instrument used in traditional blues
music called a diddley bow.
His first single, "Bo Diddley,"
introduced record buyers in
1955 to his signature rhythm:
bonip ba-bomp bomp, bomp
bomp, often summarized as
"shave and a haircut, two bits."
The B side, "I'm a Man," with
its slightly humorous take on
macho pride, also became a
rock standard.
The company that issued
his early songs was ChessCheckers records, the storied
Chicago-based labels that also
recorded Chuck Berry and
other stars.
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are back to their fabulous naughtiness and life experiences
By Aaron H.lff.rich
Film Critic

In many ways, the "Sex and the
City" movie is a hard film to
review because it translates so
well to the undying fans of the
television series. At the same
time, it becomes harder for
newcomers to understand.
"Sex and the City" has never
failed to depict a glorified, and
often overly dramatic bond
between women. This time
around, that bond may be the
one thing keeping the film from
its desired message.
"Sex" tries to get the best of
two drastically different lifestyles.
In one hand, you have the world
that it has made for itself. The
environment of fun, carefree
living with core female friendships has become a staple of not
only the show, but of women

around the world as well.
The other hand involves the
other lives these women have
with their significant others in
the form of a Cinderella-like
fairytale. Even though this is the
aim of the film, it progresses to
show how these two worlds are
impossible to combine.
That first famed story, if you
haven't heard it already, surrounds Carrie Bradshaw, a writer
living in New York, and her three
friends, Samantha (Kim Cattrall),
Charlotte (Kristin Davis' and
Miranda (Cynthia Nixon).
Since the series finale aired in
2004, the story of the film picks
up when Carrie and her infamous longtime boyfriend, Mr.
Big (Chris Noth), decide to finally
get married.
When the girls inevitably get
word of this, their field day on
wedding planning eventually

singles out the intentions of Big,
creating a war of the sexes that
overtakes the aim of the film.
This also, unintentionally
drops a core theme that is quickly, but brilliantly depicted with
Noth's character.
When you have four women
involved so much in each other's
lives, the influences they give are
the only things having a destructive effect on their outside
relationships with men. Often
troublesome and rarely happy,
the relationships these women
carry episode after episode can
rarely qualify for a Cinderella
love story.
Had the film never involved
the four women as much as
it did, it may have gained the
fairytale scenario it was searching for. Even more so, Carrie
would have finally had a revelation worth writing about, had

she listened to her heart rather
than her friends.
With so much time wasted in
an overiong runtime, necessary
characters like Big are left out,
leaving Carrie's realization of her
wrongdoings as simply a last
ditch effort to please the audience rather than the script
In a way, "Sex" does a praiseworthy job at incorporating
a realistic depiction of the
unflinching friendship between
these women.
Each individual woman has
a charismatic effect on so many
women across the world that
their humor is as impeccable as
their characters are believable.
Fans of the show will have every
bit of memorable pleasure, while
the relationship the four women
have will seem distractingly poisonous to others.
With this belief being notably

obvious, "Sex and the City" is
merely an overly extended episode that ranges from some of
the best moments of the show to
the worst

SEX AND THE CITY
MOVIE INFORMATION
GRADE: Two and a half stars
out of four
Letter Grade: BRATING: Rated R for strong
sexual content, graphic nudity,
and language.
RUNTIME: 148 mm
STARRING: Sarah Jessica
Parker. Kim Cattrall, Kristin Davis,
and Cynthia Nixon.
DIRECTOR:
Michael Patrick King
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sings/raps/chants his rhyming
lyrics that frequently tell the story.
The cherry on top for this musical was that 1 knew of one of the
backup dancers without realizing
who he was.
1 made a comment to the guy
who played the graffiti artist
because he was wearing a LeBron
lames jersey. When I mentioned
my hometown, he mentioned a
dance studio there, which 1 knew,
and we ended up both knowing
someone who I've been friends
with since preschool
The weekend also continued
quite spectacularly because
my aunt, her mother, a friend
and her friend's daughter were
in NYC for a vacation, which
meant I got to spend time with
people from home.
This was quite nice.
We spent Saturday shopping at
a wide variety of stores, including
a department store, a soap store,
a pizza joint, an accessories store
and my favorite of favorites, H &
M. There are eight branches of
the store in Manhattan and one
in Brooklyn, which is a lot of
H&Ms.
This day was the longest day I'd
ever spent shopping We started
at 10 a.m. and finally sat down to
dinner around 8 p.m.
Sunday was slightly more
relaxing because I spent the early
part of the afternoon relaxing in
Prospect Park in Brooklyn. The
weather was gorgeous and perfect for working on my tan.
Then, in the evening after having dinner on restaurant row,
a.lca. 46th Street west of Times
Square in the area known as
Hell's Kitchen, I saw something
that was a wonderful end to a
wonderful weekend and something that can only been seen in
New York: a man walking down
the street with a leashed cat
standing on his head.

person about racism, white
socializing has often trained
white people to think that it is
just the way things are, and it's
not bad enough to do something about it. White socializing has also taught whites that
little if anything can be done
about it since race relations are
getting better and there have
been race problems for such a
long time, it is going to take a
long time to change.
White socializing has programmed whites to refrain from
considering ideas of whites
who wish to communicate
with other whites about racism
reduction. Other whites may not
like us if we did or said something about white racism.
Please fry doing the following
fantasy. If you are white, try to
picture yourself as a black person in our white society. Pretend
you have children or grandchildren. Try to see them as black
This may take a while so try to
do it even if it is difficult. No one
is watching you.
Now try to see your black
children and grandchildren
treated as though they were less
than white children. Notice that
when they do not have the privileges whites have, they begin

to think whites think whites are
better. Notice the average black
person still earns less than 75
percent of what the average
white person earns. Blacks are
under-privileged because of
their skin color. Not long ago,
a black man with a college
education earned less in his
lifetime than a white man with
a high school diploma. Whites
can move anywhere at almost
any time yet some blacks who
can afford to move to certain
neighborhoods are still met
with resistance.
Try to think of eight to 10
white friends who just possibly
may be open to a discussion
about racism. You are invited to
ask them to come to a meeting
at your home where a racism
discussion facilitator will help
the group discuss racism.lf you
need additional motivation,
Google Peggy Mclntosh. Her
research on unacknowledged
privileges of whites will appear
and can be copied. If you are
now not willing to phone white
people for a meeting in your
residence, call a white person
anyway and pretend you are
interested in a meeting, and ask
him or her if they will have the
meeting at their residence.
— Respond lo Conmdat
tlwnews@bgiienis.com
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Country mail ties.
Sly dwellers
Dull
Writer Ambler
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Minneapolis suburb
Scorch
Mexican cash
Updated record release
Faculty position guarantee
Italian car
Feminine city on Lake Mich.?
Singer Brenda
ex machina
Early Peruvian
Sierra Nevada lake
Coating
Those in favor
End up equal
Northern Ireland capital
Have the nerve
Extinct birds
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Plzzo

Breaks
Former FBI director Louis
Photographer Arbus
Use elbow grease
The Sailor Man
Dander
Fumigator's gear
Ashcan School painter
John
After starter?
River to the Baltic
Manly mountains?
Bring together
42
Glenn Close movie
45
Cowpuncher contest 48
Sty dwellers
50
Relish
51
Bistro
Sen. Kennedy
52
Ms. Gardner
54
Girl's chocolate loc.? 55
Turow book
56
"Ghosts" playwright
57
Linguistic suffix
58
Ave. crossers
60
Called strikes.
64
for short

Positive replies
Smacking blow
Noggin
German exclamation
Self-centered rice-growing
region?
59 Poster boy

Comic/panelist Paui
Put an end to
Somme port
Goes along with
How some stocks
sell
Discontinue
Divided nation
Dis-lodge?
Kurt Weill's Lotte
Mongolian invader
Like a hermit
Require
Reb outfit

46
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51
53

15 Spoken

ANSWERS

61 Tell
62
63
65
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Check recipient
Pilaf base
"Come _ my parlor.."
Quaking tree
Caesar's being
Bluish green
Enjoys a book
Cries of discovery
Biblical weed
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Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

'BARTENDING1 up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

HOUSE FOR SALE
Perfect get-a-way from the chaos of
town. Wooded lot with ravine view.
Large deck, granite countertops.
Tontogany Creek Rd. 9 mi. from
town. (4191-378-0809.

Enclave II - 4 bdrm., 4 bath. S315 mo
furn. All extras included. Please call
(440)796-3881

Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Earn S10 an hour this summer by
acting as a participant in studies related to speech, language, and music. For more information, contact
Louis Vmke at vinkel@bgnet.bgsu.
edu (preferred! or 419-372-4590
Nanny/Babysitter. 8:00am - 6:00pm
Price negotiable upon experience.
Call for info: 419-409-0527.
NOW HIRING: ADVERTISING
SALES REP. Growing young company looking to fill immediate openings! Sales experience preferred but
not required. Commission + bonuses
Email cover letter and resume to
|oPs@collegesu rvivalguide.com
Part time sitter needed for one 12 yr.
old girl, in my Perrysburg home beginning Fall '08. Must be flexible.
Call for more info. (917)903-1754.
Volunteer Coordinator - Supervise
and coordinate volunteer program for
WCBMRDD, recruitment, interview,
registration, orientation, placement
and training. Salary range based
upon experience $36,976 - S42, 226.
Application deadline is 6/13/08 @
12:00 p.m. Application packets available 8.00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. at Wood
Lane School, Ent. B., 11160 E.
Gypsy Lane Rd Bowling Green, OH
EOE
Waitress/Bartender
Doc's. 18265 Main St.
Tontogany OH 43565

Furn. rm., TV, freedom of house. W/
D. clean & quiet S300 mo. S100
dep 419-354-6117. Larry.

For Rent

Furnished room. S255 mo. Share
utilities with 2 other roommates.
419-308-9198

• 3 bdrm. available in August
* 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August.
For more info call 419-354-9740

Houses & Apartments
www.ftlerentals.com
419-353-8206

" 08-09 Rentals Available."
1-2 bdrm apts 300 Merry St
3 bdrm.. 311 E. Reed St
4 bdrm house, 729 4th St.
6 bdrm., 321 E. Merry St.
Call 419-353-0325
See cartyrentals.com

Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Remodeled/Laundry on site
$300.00 Security Deposit
Available July & August
419-354-6036

1 bdrm. apt., across from campus.
Avail.immediately. S350 mo. + util.

(419)897-5997
1 bedrm. apt. beginning in Aug..
S415 per month.
Call Mandi (419)378-1630
133 Georgia Ave.
2 bdrm. house. S750 mo.
419-308-2457
3 bdrm. home, Crim St., nice neighborhood. Lg. common areas, W/D,
A/C Avail Aug (419)352-7090.
812 (avail. June 1) & 832 Third St.
(avail Aug. 1). 5 blks from campus. 3
bdrm., 1 bath, privacy fenced in back
yard. S875 mo., plus
util Call
(419)392-2812

Studio apartments starting as low
as $299.00. Looking for your own
space? Come check out our convenient location offering: Private Entrance, Flexible Leases, Pet Friendly
Call about our move-in specials'
(419)352-0590
Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit St
2+ bedroom, A/C, garage, washer/
dryer Spacious, Remodeled
Call 419-354-6036
The Highlands
1 bedroom apts newly remodeled
Laundry on site
$300.00 Security Deposit
Available Now • August
419-354-6036
"What Would You Do For A Klondike Bar?" Treat yourself to a visit
at Varsity Square & we'll treat you to
a Free Ice Cream' 419-353-7715

Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet

JUNE SPECIAL

ELECTRIC FREE FOR 1 YEAR
Whan you sign a one year lease before July

WINTHROP &
SUMMIT TERRACE
Kitchen Cabinets w/built
In Dishwasher, and microwaves
STOP BY AND SEE US
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon. thru Th. 8-5:30, Fri. 8-5
Sat. 10-2 & Sun. 12-3
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY!!!

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available

224 Troup St.

'

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com

1

Large Two Bedroom Lower Duplex
Close To Campus
$550 per month plus utilities

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Ksson about the Internet
Everybody doesn'l need to know
eveiything about you on a Web
page. Nor does everyone necescarlly warn to know everything
aboul you.
Quiti' frankly, does il n-.illy
even mailer if! post my spiritual
philosophy, my |M>litical views.

fnytavorite things to do and
elaborate about all of the ways i
consume and contribute to the
capitalist system here in America?
No matter how I run ii, ii wouldn't
make me unique.
I learned that from my previous
profile.
So yeah, Ita beckon Facebook
now, I )o I like it? Not necessarily Hut I do thoroughly enjoy the

multimedia communication
methods ol Racebook
I'm not poking people anymore, hut I am talking to them.

about an upcoming gig and I
can't get in contact with them
via phone, I will hit them up on
lacebook.
If I want to say "hi" to a friend
who I haven't seen in four
months, I will talk to him or her
via Facebook.
And if I want to join a group
related to things I actively do
at college, or I want to meet
new people or if I want to show
people pictures and artwork I've
taken/made recendy, I will use
lacebook.
I will NOT use it to become
a monster and bite people as
a werewolf, to poke people, to
answer random trivia questions,
to show who my "top friends" are
or to brag about how unique and

Incredible l supposedly am.
But I will use it to communicate
with my friends about fun stuff
and about pertinent matters.
That's why I have a Facebook
again. I may not like all of it, but it

is very handy.
I just don't like pokes.

If I need to talk to mv friends

ACT
From Page 1
The group painted buildings in
.i compound where the children
lived, and also where the basketball
court and the school are located.
In addition to painting buildings, they also took care-packages to 30 to -10 families in the
area and prayed with them, collected enough money to buy a
roof for a church and provided a
meal for the children on their last
day in Haiti.
ii was pretty amazing to see
the children eat their only meal
ol the day .ind to know that you're
responsible for it, said At T member Crystal Sanders,
The group also helped take care
of the orphanages to give the local
Jtaffa break.
Warner said they provided
shoes for some of the children
and enough food and money m
feed children ol the orphanage
for two vveeks.ihey also brought
fuel, sale water and enough
money to pay the entire orphanage Stall fbra month.
Inspired by the missionary work.
AC1 Smetarykiinkintncrandhcr
husband are adopting four I laitian
children ages 2, 1,5 and li.
"Oncol the greatest experiences
was seeing our oldest daughter

wearing her tiger mask at Bible
I lour," Kintner said. "They do not
have a lot of toys in 1 laiti and a
simple mask made her so happy."
In Inly. ACT members will hold
,i basketball camp for young men
and perform Bible Dramas, which
entails ACT members traveling to
|X'ribnn l,r>-minuteplays.
According to Warner, another
special project is in the works
for luly.
"1 have a big birthday party for
all the kids in the orphanages,"
Warner said.
I le will lake a gift in for each
of the children in the orphanages
and will have enough supplies to
make 30 pizzas.
"I don't know who enjoys
il more — the children or our
group," he said.
Warner said some of the best
experiences from the trip was seeing how different group members
were affected.
"One of the most satisfying parts
of the trip is the last night before
we return to the states," Warner
said. "1 always ask the question,
I low are you different from when
you left the Detroit airport?"
"To hear die answers of what
they learned about themselves,
learned what they thought they
couldn't do and what they learned
about (iod is very satisfying,"
Warner said.

WWW. bgnews.com

"I see nowadays kids here are using punk
style just for fashion, scaring people with
their punk look' to intimidate."

PUNK
From Page 7

time away from a factory job
that did not pay much.
While there, Crawford
documented the growing
local punk scene. Bands such
as Superman Is Dead from
cosmopolitan Bali could draw
thousands to outdoor concerts,
but Crawford's interviews with
the band members revealed
something of a "rock star"
mentality developing under the
"punk" label.
However, in an age that has
made multi-millionaires out
of artists marketed as "punk",
it can be difficult to gauge
what all the term means
in a mass world market.
Apparently one purchasable
punk product successfully
transmitted from the first
world to the third is fashion.
"I see nowadays kids here
are using punk style just for
fashion, scaring people with
their 'punk look' to intimidate,"
Holly said over Internet conversations. "And some Ijerks], they
just use it to make a profit."

Dolly | Musician and band patch maker
"I see mainstream
Indonesians and most people
who don't know what punk
means only think we're scumbags, filthy, bad boys, etc.,"
Dolly said. "They didn't know
that actually we're just humans
who love peace."
"At first my parents and
family thought that I'm weird,
hearing that music and seeing
my mohawk hair, but I think
now they understand punk is
not only about hair," he said.
Since the filming, Dolly quit
his factory job and has expanded his patchwork production,
doing orders for bands around
the worid who request them,
but most are from Europe.
Bands e-mail him a design
and he prints them, charging
roughly 50 cents per patch.
The Blind Pigs have also
changed their name to Pecos
Cegos, the literal Portuguese
translation.

Crawford currently has two
new projects in the works,
including a film on the Piraha
people of Brazil, a dwindling
Amazonian tribe that has no
concept of numbers and a film
on Cambodia, which has been
an interest of his since the
Dead Kennedy's song "Holiday
In Cambodia".
"It was the first I heard about
Cambodia and the genocide
(by Pol Pot and the Khmer
Rouge)," Crawford said. "I had
to find out through the music,
there was nothing in books or
school or movies or anything
that I knew of,"
"It came to me through the
music so that was like the
CNN to me," he said. "You
know, when you're a kid you
hear the songs and you want
to know what the lyrics mean
and you ask people, do the
research and it opens your
mind to other worlds."

ILLUSTRATION BY DOLLY PATCHA0S

PEACE. LOVE 6 ANARCHY: Dolly
used to work in a factory. He quit and now
makes patches for bands as well as starting
and quitting bands with some frequency.

"The Punks Are Alright"
cannot be purchased from
any major retailer. Video clips
can be found on YouTube at
youtube.com/thepunksarealright. MySpace profiles
for the movie, the bands and
individuals involved can be
found at myspace.com/thepunksareairight.
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More bars in
more places'

FREE SHIPPING | 1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE
Proud wireless partner of the Toledo Mud Hens.

AT&T STORES
Bowling Green * 1027 N. Main St. (419) 352-6270
* Open Sunday
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Itftaat. This Summer at the B6SU Ice Arwat
PUBLIC SKATING
Thursdays from 8-10pm
June5,12,19
July 10,24,31
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CHEAPSKATE
Fridays Noon 2pm and 2:tS-4:15pm
June 6,13
July 11,18,25
August 1,8, 15
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with your plan (data ofmet usage allowance Is the lesser of 6 megabytes or 20% ot the kilobytes included with your plan) Early Termination Fee: None»cancelled In the first 30 days: up to
S175. Some agents impose adoJtional lees. Rebate Debit Cards: BtackSerry* CURVE" 8310 price betore unlmited messagng package purchase, mal-in rebate debit card, and with 2-year
wireless service agreement is 5219.99. Minimum $20.00 unlimited messaging package purchase required SAMSUNG aI37 prices before mail-in rebate debit card. MEoV/messaglng feature
purchase, and with 2-year wireless service agreement per phone are $89.99 and $69.99, respectively. Minimum $10.00 MEdla'/messagng feature purchase required Blackjack" II price before
unlmited messaging package purchase, mail-m rebate debit card, and with 2-year wireless service agreemenl Is S19999 Mttmum S20.00 unlimited messaging package purchase required. Allow
10-12 weeks for fulfillment Card may be used only n the US and is valid for 120 days after issuance date but is not redeemable for cash and cannot be used for cash withdrawal at ATMs or
automated gasoline pumps. Card request must be postmarked by 07/25/2008: you must be a customer for 30 consecutive days to receive card Saitt tax calculated based on price of activated
equipment Service premded by AUT Mobijty. 02008 ATST Intellectual Property. An rights reserved AT»T, ATST logo and al other marks contained heren are trademarks ol ATIT Intellectual
Property and/or AT&T afhiiated companies
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